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Using E. Witten's approach based on duality in conformal field theory, one can
Ž . Žobtain a 7-parameter family of deformations of U sl called the ``Witten's2
. Ž .Deformations'' . Le Bruyn singled out a subfamily called ``conformal sl algebras''2
and studied their finite dimensional representations. Here we consider all of
Witten's deformations. We compute the left spectrum of these algebras and
thereby classify irreducible representations for generic values of parameters and
finite dimensional representations in certain ``roots of unity'' cases. Q 1999 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In using the ``vertex models'' to give an explanation of existence of
quantum groups, Witten introduced a 7-parameter family of deformations
Ž .of U sl . These are associative algebras generated by x, y, z and are2
described by relations
xz y a zx s b x
zy y e yz s z y 1.1Ž .
yx y g xy s d z 2 q s z ,
where a , b , e , z , g , d , and s are in the field C. The parameters depend
on the coupling constant of a specific physical theory. For example, see
w xW2 for the evaluation of these parameters in case of three dimensional
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w xIn his article L , Le Bruyn gives an exposition of some of the essential
w xpart of W2 , especially the derivation of the deformations mentioned
above. These algebras have a natural filtration. However, generically, their
associated graded algebras are not commutative. Le Bruyn singled out a
3-parameter family: those deformations whose associated graded algebras
Ž .are Auslander regular called conformal sl algebras . Their defining2
relations may be given as
zx y axz s x
1.2Ž .yz y azy s y
2xy y cyx s bz q z ,
where a, b, c g C. Finite dimensional representations of these algebras are
w xstudied in L . There the approach is based on recently developed tools
Ž wfrom noncommutative projective geometry. See, for example, ATV1,
xATV2 . Also this approach is compared with the more traditional approach
of studying some Borel-like algebras.
In this paper, another approach is used to study these algebras. It uses
some basic tools from noncommutative algebraic geometry which have
Ž w x.been developed by A. L. Rosenberg see R1 . This theory uses the left
w xspectrum of a noncommutative ring as defined in R1 . From the point of
view of representation theory an important feature of it is that infinite as
well as finite dimensional representations are studied.
Using this theory, we classify all the irreducible representations of these
algebras for generic values of parameters. In the remaining roots of unity
cases, the methods to classify the representations are indicated. For some
Žof these cases, we make explicit calculations exhibiting these methods. See
.Section 4.2 .
Ž . Ž .It is shown that see Section 3 the algebras given by 1.1 can be
classified into three families:
Ž . Ž .1 Conformal sl algebras given by relations 1.2 .2
Ž . Ž .2 U k, z whose relations are given by2
xz y zx s x , zy y yz s z y , yx y g xy s 0.
Ž .3 The quantum plane whose relations are given by
wx s a xw , yw s e wy , xy s g yx .
It turns out that the conformal sl algebras are hyperbolic rings. These2
are particularly convenient for the study of representations. They are
viewed as skew polynomial rings over commutative rings with commuting
relations given by some automorphism u of the coefficient ring. The
problem of computing the left spectrum is then reduced to the study of left
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ideals lying over the prime ideals in the coefficient ring. Then we have
w xtheorems R1 describing the left spectrum depending upon the lengths of
the orbits of prime ideals under the action of u .
The other cases referred to above are not hyperbolic rings. But they can
be thought of as skew polynomial rings over skew polynomial rings. First
we compute the left spectrum of the base skew polynomial ring either by
direct methods or by treating it as a hyperbolic ring. Then we may use the
theory of the spectrum of hyperbolic categories to get representations in
these cases.
Now we briefly describe the contents of the article.
In the next section, which is essentially background for the paper, some
preliminaries are sketched. The left spectrum of any associative ring is
defined, followed by the definition of hyperbolic rings. Some theorems
which we will use in the following sections are stated without proofs. The
w xproofs of these theorems and other related theorems can be found in R1 .
In Section 3, we prove a theorem about isomorphism classes of these
algebras. This classification is convenient for the theory which we will use
Ž .to compute the left spectrum and hence representations .
In Section 4, we describe the left spectrum and the irreducible represen-
Ž .tations of the conformal sl algebra U sl . We give all the computa-2 abc 2
tions of the left spectrum for the non-degenerate case a / 1. First we deal
with the case of infinite orbits. Then the generic case of those left ideals
whose intersection with the coefficient ring is zero is dealt with in the
following subsection. The case of finite orbits remains which we do next.
We show the reduction of this case to the u-invariant left ideals and give a
Žcomplete list of representations. Finite dimensional representations in
.case of algebraically closed field of characteristic zero are computed in a
separate subsection. For the degenerate case, we give some formulas to
observe that the analysis follows the earlier pattern. Of course this
degenerate case is important as the enveloping algebra, which in our
Ž .notation is U sl and belongs to this case.1, 0, 1 2
In Section 5, we consider two sporadic cases which are described in
Theorem 3.0.3. The category of their representations is a hyperbolic
category. This is shown by proving that these algebras are double skew
polynomial extensions. To compute representations, we assume that the
field k is algebraically closed and is of characteristic zero. First, we
compute the left spectrum of the base skew polynomial rings. Then we
indicate how to obtain representations of the extension of these skew
polynomial algebras with partial results.
Remark. Unless otherwise mentioned, we consider algebras given by
Ž . Ž .relations in 1.1 and 1.2 with coefficients in arbitrary fields.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
For notions introduced in this section and proofs of propositions stated,
w xthe general reference is R1 .
We introduce the notion of the left spectrum of rings and abelian
categories. We will always be interested in the abelian category R-mod of
left modules over a ring R.
Ž .Let % be the following relation preorder on the set I R of left idealsl
of an associative ring R: m % n if there exists a finite subset w of R such
Ž .  < 4that the left ideal m : w s r g R rw ; m is contained in n.
DEFINITION 2.0.1. The left spectrum Spec R, of the ring R consists ofl
Ž .all the left ideals p of R such that p : x % p for each x g R y p.
The preorder % mentioned above restricts to Spec R and is in fact anl
equivalence relation on this set. Denote by Spec R the equivalence classesl
of Spec R under this relation. The left spectrum, Spec R, contains the setl l
Max R of maximal left ideals of R. Under localization by any Serrel
subcategory S, the left spectrum of the ring R is mapped to the left
spectrum of Sy1R.
The definition of left spectrum above can be generalized to the spec-
trum of an abelian category as follows. Let A be an abelian category
Ž .here, the category R-mod of left R-modules ; and let M, N be objects of
A. Write M % N if there exists a diagram
l M ⁄ L “ N ,Ž .
Ž .where l M is the direct sum of l copies of M; the first arrow is a
monomorphism and the second arrow is an epimorphism.
DEFINITION 2.0.2. The spectrum Spec A, is the collection of all the
objects M of A such that N % M for any nonzero subobject N of M.
As in the case of R-mod, the preorder % mentioned above restricts to
Spec A and is an equivalence relation. Denote by Spec A the equivalence
classes of Spec A under this relation.
We will need mostly the following fact about these spectra:
PROPOSITION 2.0.1. Let A be the category R-mod of left modules o¤er a
ring R. Then the map Spec R “ Ob A assigning to a left ideal p the quotientl
module Rrp induces a bijection of the sets of equi¤alence classes Spec R “l
Spec A.
The following definitions will be used in the main text:
² :DEFINITION 2.0.3. Let P g Spec A denote the equivalence class of
an object P g Spec A.
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Ž .1 The support of an object M in an abelian category A is the
Ž . ² :collection Supp M of all P g Spec A such that M % P.
Ž . Ž . ² :2 For any object M of A, Ass M is the collection of P g Spec A
Ž .for each P which is a subobject of M. The points of Ass M are called
associated points to M.
If R is a commutative ring, then Spec R is same as the prime spectruml
Žof ring R. The prime spectrum of a ring R consists of prime ideals of R
.and is denoted by SpecR. The most important notion for our purposes is
the notion of a hyperbolic ring which we introduce after the following
definitions:
DEFINITION 2.0.4. Let R ¤ S be a ring monomorphism. A left ideal p
of the ring S is said to lie over a left ideal p of R if p l R s p.
Let u denote an automorphism of a commutative ring R and let j be
 4an element of R. Denote by R u , j the algebra generated by the indeter-
minates x, y with relations
xa s u a x , ya s uy1 a y for any a g R ,Ž . Ž .
and
xy s j , yx s uy1 j .Ž .
It turns out that these rings are especially convenient for studying their
Ž w x.left spectrum and hence the representations cf. R1 . The left spectrum is
classified by left ideals lying over prime ideals of R. The classification
depends on length of the orbit of p under the action of the automorphism
u . The spectrum of R is divided into four cases:
Ž .  4a p s 0 .
Ž . nŽ .b Prime ideals p such that u p / p for any n g Z.
Ž . Ž .c Nonzero prime ideals p such that u p s p.
Ž . NŽ .d Nonzero prime ideals p such that u p s p for some N g Z,
N / 1.
Ž .For results about part of the left spectrum lying over ideals in a above,
w xrefer to R1, Sect. 3.2.5, Chap. 2 . For part of the left spectrum lying over
Ž . Ž . X X4 Ž X Xideals in c , the idea is to consider Spec Rrp u , j u and j are resp.l
. Žthe natural extension of u and the image of j . Then we have a result cf.
w x.R1, Sect. 3.2.6, Chap. 2 that part of the spectrum lying over an ideal
Ž . Ž . X X4from c is in bijection with the set of left ideals from Spec Rrp u , jl
whose intersection with Rrp is the zero ideal. For results about part of the
Ž . wspectrum lying over ideals from d above, refer to R1, Theorem 6.9.1,
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x Ž .Chap. 4 understood in ring-theoretic language . Now we state results
Ž .about part of the spectrum lying over ideals from b in the list above.
Ž . nŽ .THEOREM 2.0.1. i Let p g SpecR be such that u p / p for any
n g Z.
Ž . y1Ž .1 If u j g p, then the left ideal
 4  4p s p q R u , j x q R u , j y1, 1
 4is a two-sided ideal from Spec R u , j .l
Ž . y1Ž . iŽ . nŽ .2 If u j g p, u j f p for 0 F i F n y 1, and u j g p,
then the left ideal
 4  4  4 nq1p s R u , j p q R u , j x q R u , j y1, nq1
 4belongs to Spec R u , j .l
Ž . iŽ . y1Ž .3 If u j f p for i G 0 and u j g p, then
 4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j x1, ‘
 4belong to Spec R u , j .l
Ž . yiŽ .4 If j g p and u j f p for i G 1, then the left ideal
 4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j y‘ , 1
 4belongs to Spec R u , j .l
Ž .ii If the ideal in 2, 3, or 4 is maximal, then the corresponding left
 4ideal from Spec u , j is maximal.l
Ž .  4 n Ž .iii An ideal p from Spec R u , j such that u j g p for somel
n g Z is equi¤alent to one of the left ideals abo¤e for a uniquely defined
X Ž .p g SpecR. This means that if p and p are prime ideals of ring R, and a , b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and n , m take ¤alues 1, ‘ , ‘, 1 , ‘, ‘ , or 1, n , then p is equi¤alenta , b
to pX if and only if a s n , b s m, and p s pX.n , m
This theorem gives part of the spectrum lying over ideals with infinite
orbits and containing j . Now we state a theorem about part of the
spectrum lying over ideals with infinite orbits and not containing j . For
w xproofs of both of these theorems, refer to R1, Chap. 2 .
THEOREM 2.0.2. Let f denote the equi¤alence relation induced by the
Ž .restriction to Spec R of the preorder % mentioned abo¤e.l
Ž . iŽ .i Let p be a prime ideal of ring R such that u j f p and
iŽ .u p / p for all integers i. Then the ideal
 4p s R u , j p‘ , ‘
 4belongs to Spec R u , j .l
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Ž .  4ii If p is a left ideal in R u , j such that p l R s p, then p s p .‘, ‘
In particular, if p is a maximal ideal, then p is a maximal left ideal.‘, ‘
Ž . X X X nŽ .iii If a prime ideal p in R is such that p f p , then p s u p‘, ‘ ‘, ‘
nŽ .for some integer n. Con¤ersely, u p f p for e¤ery n g Z.‘, ‘ ‘, ‘
This approach can be generalized to hyperbolic categories where the
role of the automorphism u is played by an auto-equivalence of the
underlying category, and that of the element j is played by an endomor-
phism of the identity functor of the underlying category. For example, in
the case of hyperbolic rings the underlying category would be the category
Ž .Spec R-mod and the endomorphism of the identity functor is induced by
the action of j on each R-module. The advantage of switching to hyper-
bolic categories is that, for example, we may consider hyperbolic rings over
noncommutative rings. There are analogous theorems about the left spec-
Ž w x .tra of hyperbolic categories. Refer to R1, Sect. 6, Chap. 4 .
3. CLASSIFICATION THEOREM
In this section we see that the relations of the algebras described in the
Introduction force the 7-parameters to satisfy certain conditions. This
results in a classification theorem for the 7-parameter family. The result is
the following:
Ž .THEOREM 3.0.3. Let D be any 7-parameter deformation of U sl de-2
Ž .scribed by relations 1.1 for which aegb / 0 or aegz / 0. Then D must be
isomorphic to one of the following three algebras:
Ž . Ž .1 The conformal sl -algebra described by the relations2
xz y azx s x , zy y ayz s y , yx y cxy s bz2 q z .
Ž .2 The two double skew polynomial extensions described by the rela-
tions
Ž .a xz y zx s x, zy y yz s z y, yx y g xy s 0
Ž .b xw s a wx, wy s e yw, yx s g xy.
Proof. Recall the relations of the 7-parameter deformations described
Ž .in 1.1 in the Introduction. There are two possible cases: e / 1 and e s 1.
Case 1. e / 1. Then we may change the coordinates by w s z y
Ž .zr 1 y e . This changes the relations as
xw s a w q b X x , wy s y e w , yx y g xy s f w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
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X Ž . Ž . Ž .where b s b q a y 1 zr 1 y e and f w is a quadratic in w which is
zero iff d s s s 0. We may compute the commutation relation of w with
yx in two different ways:
a
X Xyxw s y a w q b x s w q b yxŽ . ž /e
and
yxw s g xy q f w wŽ .Ž .
g
s xwy q f w wŽ .
e
a w q b X
s yx y f w q f w wŽ . Ž .Ž .
e
a b X a b X
s w q yx y f w y 1 w q .Ž . ž /ž / ž /e e e e
Comparing these two expressions and rearranging the terms gives
1 a b X
Xb y 1 yx s f w y 1 w q .Ž . ž /ž / ž /e e e
X w xIf b / 0, then yx g k w . Thus yx commutes with w which gives that
Ž X. Xa w q b re s w. This happens iff a s e and b s 0 which is a contra-
diction with our assumption.
Now, let b X s 0. The above relation then reduces to either a s e or
Ž .f w s 0 which is the same as respectively either a s e or d s s s 0. If
a s e then since b X s 0, b s z . By a standard homothety, we get then
this algebra isomorphic to the conformal sl algebra. In the latter case,2
Ž .f w s 0. This algebra is then isomorphic to the algebra whose relations
Ž .are described in 2.b in the statement above.
Case 2. e s 1. Here we may split this case in two subcases: a s 1 and
a / 1.
Ž .If a / 1 then we change coordinates by w s z y br 1 y a . It is easy
to see that computing yxw in two different ways yields the relation
z X a z X
1 y a yx s f w 1 y w q ,Ž . Ž . ž /ž /e e e
X Ž . Ž .where z s z q e y 1 br 1 y a . Exactly as before, we can easily check
X Ž .that z s 0. Thus either f w s 0 or a s e . Since we are considering the
case of e s 1 and a / 1, we cannot have a s e . The only remaining case
Ž . Ž .is then f w s 0. This is the algebra 2.b listed in the proposition.
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Thus the only remaining case is then a s 1 and e s 1. In the original
coordinates, the relations are
xz s z q b x , zy s y z q z , yx y g xy s d z 2 q s z .Ž . Ž .
Again we compute zxy in two different ways. This gives the following
identity:
d z 2 q s z b y z s 0.Ž . Ž .
This means that either b s z or d s s s 0. By using certain homotheties,
the case b s z again gives the conformal sl algebra. For the other case,2
we may assume that b / z . We use homotheties on b which gives an
Ž .Ž .algebra isomorphic to the one listed in 2 a in the proposition.
The algebras listed in the above statement are generically nonisomor-
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .phic. The algebras 2 a and 2 b are double skew polynomial extensions
because they may be viewed as skew polynomial extensions of skew
w xpolynomial extensions of k w . This is made explicit in Section 5.
4. THE LEFT SPECTRUM AND THE IRREDUCIBLE
REPRESENTATIONS OF THE CONFORMAL
sl ALGEBRAS2
Key Remark. The conformal sl algebra described in Theorem 3.0.3 of2
 4 w xSection 3 is a hyperbolic ring R u , j , where R s k z, j , and u s u isabc
Ž . Ž Žthe automorphism of R which sends f z, j into f az q 1, j y u az q
. . Ž . 21 rc , where u z s bz q z and a, b, c are in k. Observe that
xr s u r x , yr s uy1 r y , for all r g R ,Ž . Ž .
and
xy s j , yx s uy1 j .Ž .
Thus we may apply theorems about the left spectrum of hyperbolic rings to
the conformal sl algebras. It is convenient to split the algebras in two2
families: a / 1 and a s 1.
4.1. Non-degenerate Case
Ž . 2 ŽThroughout this section f w will denote the polynomial bw q 2bg q
. Ž 2 . w x1 w q bg q g g k w .
By non-degenerate we mean the case a / 1. For convenience, replace z
Ž . Ž Žby w s z y g , where g s 1r1 y a. Thus u sends g w, j to g aw, j y
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Ž .. . Ž .f aw rc . Thus, in this case, the algebra U sl can be regarded as aabc 2
 4 w x y1hyperbolic ring R u , j , where R s k w, j . u is described by slightly
more convenient formulas:
w
y1 y1u w s , u j s cj q f w .Ž . Ž . Ž .
a
w xSince R s k w, j is a commutative noetherian ring, every left ideal p in
 4 Xthe left spectrum of R u , j , is equivalent to a left ideal p such that
X w xp l R is a prime ideal in R. See R1, Sect. 3.2.1, Chap 2 . Thus it will be
w xsufficient to study the left ideals lying over prime ideals of R s k w, j .
Ž .The notion of lying over was given in Section 2. The left spectrum will be
computed by studying the left ideals lying over prime ideals in R via the
w xfollowing four alternatives: Let p s p l R be a prime ideal in R s k w, j .
Ž . na p is not invariant under u for any n.
Ž .  4b p s 0 .
Ž .c p is invariant under u .
Ž . N mŽ .d p is invariant under u for some N but u p / p for 1 F
m F N y 1.
We consider these cases in the following sections.
Ž .4.1.1. Case a . Infinite Orbits
An easy inductive computation shows that for n G 1,
n n21 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .
n yn 2 2u j s c j y ba w q 2bg q 1 a wŽ . Ž .2 ž /ž /ž 1 y acž 1 y a c
1 y cn
2q bg q g 4.1Ž .Ž . ž / /1 y c /
and
n n2b 1 y a c 2bg q 1 1 y acŽ . Ž . Ž .yn n 2u j s c j q w q wŽ . 2 ny2 2 ny1 1 y aca 1 y a c a
1 y cn
2q bg q g . 4.2Ž .Ž .
1 y c
We use Theorem 2.0.1 to compute that part of the spectrum which consists
nŽ . nŽ .of left ideals p g SpecR such that u p / p for any n g Z and j g u p
for some n g Z. For the following five propositions, let p g SpecR be such
nŽ .that u p / p for any n g Z.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.1. If j g p and f w g p, then the left ideal
 4  4p s p q R u , j x q R u , j y1, 1
 4 Ž .is a two-sided ideal from Spec R u , j . In this case, the ideal p s j , w q gl
Ž Ž . .or j , bg q 1 rb . The corresponding quotient module is one dimensional.
w xw x XProof. Fix a prime ideal p of the ring R s k w j and denote by p ,
w xthe intersection p l A where A s k w . To begin with we make an
y1Ž . Ž .observation: if u j s cj q f w g p, then the ideal p is generated by
Ž . X w xcj q f w and the prime ideal p s p l A of the ring A s k w :
w x w x w x w x Xp s k w j cj q f w q k w j p .Ž .Ž .
y1Ž . Ž .Now suppose that j g p and u j g p. Then f w g p, which implies
X Ž . Xthat w q g g p or w q bg q 1 rb g p . There are two left maximal
Ž . Ž Žideals in U sl which are generated by x, y, j , w q g , or w q bg qabc 2
. . Ž1 rb . The corresponding irreducible modules are isomorphic to k as a
.k-vector space , where the action is given by x.k s y.k s j .k s 0 and
Ž ŽŽ . . . Žw.a s yga for a g k or w.a s y bg q 1 rb a cf. Theorem 2.0.1
.above .
For the remainder of this section, let
lq1 lq121 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .
2g w s b w q 2bg q 1 wŽ . Ž .l 2 ž /ž / 1 y ac1 y a c
1 y clq1
2q bg q gŽ . ž /1 y c
for any integer l G 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.2. If cj q f w g p, g w g p, and g w f p forn i
0 F i F n y 1, then the left ideal
 4  4  4 nq1p s R u , j p q R u , j x q R u , j y1, nq1
 4 Ž . Ž .belongs to Spec R u , j . In this case, p is generated by cj q f w and h w ,l n
Ž . Ž . Ž .where h w is either g w or a linear factor of g w . The correspondingn n n
quotient module is n-dimensional.
nŽ . iŽ . y1Ž .Proof. Let u j g p, u j f p for 0 F i F n y 1 and u j g p. It
Ž . nŽ . Ž .follows from Eq. 4.1 above that u j g p n G 1 if and only if for
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n G 1, the polynomial
n n21 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .
2 2b a c q 1 w q 2bg q 1 ac q 1 wŽ .2 ž /ž / ž /ž / 1 y ac1 y a c
1 y cn
2q bg q g c q 1Ž . ž /ž /1 y c
nq1 nq121 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .
2s b w q 2bg q 1 wŽ .2 ž /ž / 1 y ac1 y a c
1 y cnq1
2q bg q gŽ . ž /1 y c
s g wŽ .n
Ž .is in p. We may suppose that n is the smallest integer such that g w g p.n
Ž . w x X Ž .If g w is irreducible in k w , then p is generated by g w whichn n
Ž . Ž .means that the ideal p is generated by cj q f w and g w .n
Ž .If g w is reducible, then it has two roots in k, say a and b . If thesen n n
two are not equal then we get two left maximal ideals generated by
nq1 Ž . Ž .x, y , cj q f w , and w y a or w y b . Observe that a s b iffn n n n
Ž .discriminant of g w s 0. In this case, we get only one left maximal idealn
nq1 Ž . Ž .generated by x, y , cj q f w , and w y a . The corresponding irre-n
ducible representations are finite dimensional. They are further described
in Subsection 4.2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.3. 1 If cj q f w g p and g w f p ; i G 0, theni
 4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j x1, ‘
 4 Ž .belongs to Spec R u , j , where g w is as defined earlier for all i G 1 andl i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .g w s f w . In this case, p is generated by cj q f w , g w , where g w0
Ž . Ž .is an irreducible polynomial not di¤iding f w or g w for any n G 0. Then
corresponding quotient modules are infinite dimensional.
Ž . Ž .2 If j g p, f w f p, and c is not a root of unity, then
 4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j y‘ , 1
 4 Ž Ž ..belongs to Spec R u , j . In this case, the ideal p is generated by j , g w ,l
Ž . Ž .where g w is any irreducible polynomial not di¤iding f w .
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Ž . Ž .Proof. To prove 1 and 2 , we define the polynomial
n n2b 1 y a c 2bg q 1 1 y acŽ . Ž . Ž .
2g w s w q wŽ .yn 2 ny2 2 ny1 1 y aca 1 y a c a
1 y cn
2q bg q gŽ .
1 y c
iŽ . y1Ž .for each integer n G 1. Observe that u j f p for i G 0, u j g p
Ž yiŽ . . Ž . Ž .resp. j g p, u j f p for i G 1 iff cj q f w g p and g w f pi
Ž Ž . .; i G 0 resp. j g p and g w f p . Following Theorem 2.0.1 corre-yi
Ž .sponding to this case, we observe that any irreducible polynomial g w g
w x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..k w such that g w does not divide g w for any n G 0 resp. g wn yn
Ž Ž . . Ž . Žgives the left maximal ideal generated by cj q f w , x and g w resp.
Ž . Ž .. Ž .generated by j , y and g w . The requirement about g w ensures that
Ž . Ž Ž . .g w f p ; i G 0 resp. g w f p . The corresponding quotient modulesi yi
are clearly infinite dimensional representations.
PROPOSITION 4.1.4. If the ideal p in the last three propositions is maximal,
 4then the corresponding left ideal from Spec R u , j is left maximal.l
Ž .Proof. The proof of this proposition follows at once from ii of
Theorem 2.0.1.
Ž .A direct application of iii of Theorem 2.0.1 yields the following:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1.5. Let p be a left maximal ideal in U sl such thatabc 2
mŽ . w x nŽ .u j g p s p l k w, j for some integer m and u p / p for any integer
n. Then p is equi¤alent to one and only one of the left ideals described in
Propositions 4.1.1]4.1.3. In particular, if p / pX, then any two left ideals lying
o¤er p and pX are inequi¤alent.
Observe that in view of the above propositions, we may now restrict to
the part of the spectrum consisting of the left ideals whose intersection
nŽ .with R has an infinite orbit under the action of u and j f u p for any
w x mŽ .n g Z. Any maximal ideal p of R s k w, j such that u j f p for any
 4 Ž mŽ .m gives a left maximal ideal p s R u , j p. The formulas for u j are‘, ‘
Ž . Ž . .given by 4.1 and 4.2 above. In particular, if k is algebraically closed,
then for any a , b g k, j y a and w y b generate a maximal ideal if the
expressions
n n2b 1 y a c 2bg q 1 1 y acŽ . Ž . Ž .
n 2c a q b q b2 ny2 2 ny1 1 y aca 1 y a c a
1 y cn
2q bg q gŽ .
1 y c
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and
n n21 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .
2 2a y ba b q 2bg q 1 a bŽ .2 ž /ž /ž 1 y ac1 y a c
1 y cn
2q bg q gŽ . ž / /1 y c
Ž . w xare both nonzero. Further, for any irreducible polynomial g w g k w not
nŽ .dividing u j ;n g Z and whose orbit is infinite, we get a left ideal
which is not left maximal. These will then correspond to the non-closed
Žpoints of the left spectrum. For the definition of closed points in the left
w x .spectrum, refer to R1 .
This together with earlier description exhausts the case of infinite orbits,
w xi.e., any ideal p such that p l k w, j lies in an infinite orbit under the
action of u is equivalent to one and only one of the left ideals in
Propositions 4.1.1]4.1.3 or the left ideals described in the previous para-
graph. This follows at once from Theorems 2.0.1 and 2.0.2.
Ž .4.1.2. Case b . Non-degenerate Part of the Spectrum
By non-degenerate part of the spectrum we mean the left ideals p of
 4  4R u , j such that p l R s 0 . Observe that if p is a left ideal from
 4  4  4Spec R u , j , then p l R s 0 g SpecR; which implies that R y 0 is al
 4u-invariant multiplicative subset in the domain R. Thus localizing R u , j
 4 Ž . X4 Ž .at R y 0 gives the ring K R Q, j , where K R is the field of fractions
of the ring R, Q is the natural extension of the automorphism u of R, and
j X is the image of j under the localization map. Since localizations respect
Ž w x.  4the left spectrum cf. Lemma 0.3.1 of R2 , the localization Q at R y 0
Ž . X4sends the left ideal p into the spectrum of the ring K R Q, j .
Now since j / 0, j X is an invertible element and thus the ring
Ž . X4 Ž .w y1 x Ž .wK R Q, j is isomorphic to the ring K R x, x ; Q . The ring K R x,
y1 x Ž .x ; Q is a Laurent skew polynomial ring with coefficients in K R and
relations are given by
j X y f awŽ .
X Xxj s Q j x s xŽ .
c
and
xw s Q w x s awxŽ .
Ž y1 .with natural extension for x . Recall that the left spectrum of the ring
Ž .w y1 x Ž .w xK R x, x ; Q is isomorphic to that of the ring K R x, Q except for
Ž .w xone point: the left ideal generated by x. Furthermore since K R x, Q is a
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left and right principal domain, any left ideal from the left spectrum is
equivalent to a left maximal ideal and any left maximal ideal is generated
Ž . Ž Ž ..by an irreducible polynomial r x / l x for any l g K R . Thus, the left
Ž .w y1 x Žspectrum of K R x, x ; Q is isomorphic to the set of all non-equiv-
. Ž .w xalent irreducible skew polynomials in K R x, Q not equal to l x, for any
Ž .Ul g K R .
 4  4In general, the part of the spectrum of R u , j lying over 0 embeds in
Ž .w y1 xthe left spectrum of K R x, x ; Q and is not an isomorphism. We can
however determine whether a particular element in the left spectrum of
Ž .w y1 xK R x, x ; Q is in the image of this embedding:
Ž .w y1 xLet p be an element in Spec K R x, x ; Q and let M be thel p
Ž Ž .w y1 x. Xcorresponding quotient K R x, x ; Q -module. Let M denote thep
 4 Ž X .same module viewed as a R u , j -module. If Ass M is non-empty, then pp
Ž X .is in the image of the embedding mentioned above. Further, if Soc M isp
nonzero, then M X is an irreducible module.p
w x Ž . Ž .In our case, R s k w, j and hence K R s k w, j , the field of ratio-
nal functions in w and j . Two skew polynomials are equivalent iff the right
ideal generated by one of them intersects non-trivially with the left ideal
generated by the other. In general, it is hard to know the set of irreducible
polynomials modulo this equivalence. Summing up, we have the following
proposition:
 4PROPOSITION 4.1.6. The set of left ideals in Spec R u , j , whose intersec-l
Ž . Ž .w y1 xtion with R is 0 , embeds in the left spectrum of k w, j x, x ; Q which in
Ž .turn is in bijection with the set of non-equi¤alent irreducible polynomials in
Ž .w x Ž Ž ..k w, j x, Q / l x for any l g k w, j , where Q is the natural extension
Ž .of the automorphism of R to that of k w, j .
Ž .4.1.3. Case c . Orbits of u-In¤ariant Ideals
Now we describe left ideals p of the left spectrum lying over u-invariant
w xideals of R s k w, j . Suppose that p is a left ideal from the left spectrum
 4of R u , j such that p l R s p is a u-invariant prime ideal of R. Then u
induces an automorphism u X of the quotient ring Rrp s RX; and the
X X  4canonical map p : R “ R extends to a ring homomorphism p : R u , j
X X X4 X Ž . XŽ . XŽ . X“ R u , j where j s p j , p x s x, p y s y. Since p is an epi-
morphism, the image pX of the left ideal p belongs to the left spectrum, and
X  4p l R s 0 . There are two possibilities: either j g p or j f p.
Ž . y1Ž .a Suppose j g p. Since p is u-invariant, u j g p. Thus, both xy
and yx are in p. Using this data, it is easy to show that the left spectrum of
X X X 4 Ž .R u , j s 0 is the union of three disjoint sets: 1 The set of left ideals in
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X X X4Spec R u , j containing both x and y. This set is closed in the leftl
X Ž .spectrum and is isomorphic to SpecR . 2 The set of left ideals in
X X X4Spec R u , j containing x but not y. This is an open set in the leftl
Xw y1 X x Ž .spectrum and is isomorphic to Spec R x, x ; u . 3 The set of left idealsl
X X X4Spec R u , j containing y but not x. This is an open set in the leftl
Xw y1 X x Žspectrum and is isomorphic to Spec R y, y ; u . For a discussion ofl
w x .topologies on the left spectrum, refer to R1 .
Ž .b Suppose j f p. Then, it is easy to show that the set of left ideals
 4in the left spectrum of R u , j which do not contain j and whose
Ž X .w y1 X xintersection with R are u-invariant ideals embeds in Spec K R x, x ; Ql
Ž . Xbecause localizations respect the left spectrum . Here Q is the natural
X Ž X.extension of u to K R .
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. Let p be a u-in¤ariant ideal in SpecR and j g p.
 4Then the set of left ideals from Spec R u , j lying o¤er p is the disjoint unionl
of the following two subsets: The left ideals
 4  4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j x q R u , j g yŽ .
or
 4  4  4p s R u , j p q R u , j h x q R u , j y ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . w x w xwhere h x and g y are irreducible polynomials in k x and k y resp., not
Ž . Ž Ž . .¤anishing at zero. In this case, p s j , w q g or j , w q bg q 1 rb .
y1Ž .Proof. Since j g p and p is a u-invariant ideal, u j g p. Thus
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .. Žf w g p. Observe that f w s w q g bw q bg q 1 . Thus p s j ,
. Ž Ž .. Xw q g or j , bw q bg q 1 . In either case, R s Rrp ( k. Thus by the
remarks made in this section, the set of left ideals lying over such p is in
w y1 x w x Ž .4bijection with the union of Spec k x, x ; Q s Speck x y x andl
w y1 x w x Ž .4Spec k y, y ; Q s Speck y y y . Each left ideal in these spectra isl
w xequivalent to a left ideal generated by an irreducible polynomial in k x or
w xk y not vanishing at zero.
PROPOSITION 4.1.8. Let p be a u-in¤ariant ideal in SpecR and j f p.
Then part of the left spectrum lying o¤er p embeds in the union of following
sets:
Ž . Ž .w y1 xb1 Left ideals from Spec k j x, x ; Q .l
Ž . Ž w x Ž Ž ...w y1 xb2 Left ideals from Spec K j r h j x, x ; Q , where K sl
Ž w x Ž .. Ž . w x Ž .k w r g for some irreducible polynomial g w g k w and h j is an
w x Ž Ž . Ž .irreducible polynomial in K j such that p s g w , preimage of h j in
w x.k j .
Ž . Ž Ž .w x Ž ..w y1 x Ž .b3 Left ideals from Spec k j w rg w x, x ; Q , where g w gl
Ž .w xk j w is an irreducible polynomial.
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Ž . Ž Ž .w x Ž ..w y1 x Ž .b4 Left ideals from Spec k w j rh j x, x ; Q , where h j gl
Ž .w xk w j is an irreducible polynomial.
Here the automorphism Q in each case is the natural extension of the
automorphism u .
Remark. Note that the embedding in the statement is, in general, not
an isomorphism.
w x Ž .Proof. Let p be a prime ideal of R s k w, j such that u p s p and
X w x X w xj f p. Let p s p l k w . Then p is a u-invariant prime ideal of k w . Let
Ž . Ž X. Xit be generated by an irreducible monic polynomial g w . Then u p s p
Ž . m Ž . Ž .is equivalent to the condition g w s a g w where m s deg g w . Thus
there are the following three possibilities:
Ž . Ž .1 g w s w,
Ž . Ž . Ž l.2 a is a lth-root of unity and g w s F w for any polynomial F
such that g is irreducible,
Ž . Ž .3 g w s 0.
We analyze each of these cases.
Ž .Case 1. Let g w s w. Clearly, p s Rw g SpecR is a u-invariant ideal.
X w x Ž . w xThen R ( Rrp s k w, j r w ( k j . Since p is a nonzero ideal and
j f p, the set of left ideals from the left spectrum lying over p s Rw
Ž X.w y1 x Ž .w y1 x Žembeds in Spec K R x, x ; Q s Spec k j x, x ; Q . Here Q is thel l
Ž X. .automorphism of K R induced from u . Any left ideal in the left
Ž X.w y1 xspectrum of K R x, x ; Q is equivalent to the left ideal generated by a
Žskew irreducible polynomial g with coefficients from the field of rational
Ž .. Ž .U Ž .functions k j not equal to l x, l g k j . This is the case b1 of the
statement.
Thus, we may now assume that p / Rw. Then, consider the ring
Ž . w x X w x XŽ .Rr w ( k j . The induced automorphism u acts on k j by u j s
Ž Ž 2 .. w xj y bg q g rc. Let the image of p in k j be generated by an
Ž .irreducible polynomial h j . There are two possibilities: c s 1 or c / 1.
XŽ . Ž 2 . 2If c s 1, then u j s j y bg q g . If bg q g / 0 then the ideal
w x Ž . X Ž . Ž p. Ž Ž 2k j h j is u -stable iff char k s p ) 0, h j s c j , and h y bg q
.. Ž Ž .. Ž .g s 0. In this case, p s w, h j . The set of ideals lying over p / Rw
Ž X.w y1 x Ž X . w x Ž Ž ..is isomorphic to Spec K R x, x ; Q , where K R s k j r h j andl
Ž X.Q is the natural extension of the automorphism u to K R . Every left
Ž X.ideal of K R in the left spectrum of this ring is equivalent to the left
ideal generated by a skew irreducible polynomial not equal to l x for any
Ž X.Ul g K R .
2 Ž .If bg q g s 0 this is equivalent to the condition a y b s 1 , then
XŽ Ž .. Ž .u h j s h j . Since j f p, the description is similar to the above for
Ž .some irreducible polynomial h j .
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Ž .Both of these give the case b2 in the statement of the theorem for
K s k and the polynomial g s w.
Ž 2 . Ž .If c / 1, then let a s bg q g r 1 y c . Observe that
j y a
Xu j y a s .Ž .
c
Ž . . w x Ž . w xŽ . .Thus, there are two possibilities for h j : 1 k j h j s k j j y a 2 c
Ž . ŽŽ .n.is an nth root of 1, and h j s F j y a for some polynomial F. In
either case, the part of the left spectrum lying over ideals generated by w
Ž . w y1 x w x Ž .and h j is isomorphic to Spec K x, x ; u . Here k s k j rh j . Thisl
Ž .also corresponds to the case b2 in the statement.
Ž l.Case 2. Let a be an lth root of unity and g s F w for some
w xpolynomial F. First assume that p s Rg. Then we may localize at k j y
 40 to get that the set of left ideals lying over p embeds in
Ž Ž .w x Ž ..w y1 x Ž .Spec k j w rg w x, x ; Q . This gives the case b3 in the proposi-l
tion.
w xNow we assume that p / Rg. Let p be the image of p in RrRg ( K j ,
w x Ž .where K is the quotient field k w r g . K is an m-dimensional vector
sŽ .space, m s deg g w , with the basis w , 0 F s F m y 1. Here, the induced
X s s sŽ . Žautomorphism u acts on both K by sending w to a w and j by
Ž Ž .. .sending j to j y f aw rc . Let the image of p be generated by an
Ž .irreducible polynomial h j .
If aic / 1 for i s 0, 1, or 2, then it is easy to see that there exists a g K
XŽ . Ž .such that u j y a s j y a rc. In fact,
a2 b a 2bg bg 2 q gŽ .
2a s w q w q .2 1 y ac 1 y c1 y a c
On the other hand, if aic s 1 for i s 0r1r2, then we make a change of
i i XŽ .variable, j to z s wj , where i is such that a c s 1. Then u z s z y a
for some a g K.
Ž . Ž .In either case, the ideal p is generated by g w and preimage of h j in
w x Ž w xk j . The set of left ideals lying over such p embeds in Spec K j rl
Ž ..w y1 xh j x, x ; Q , where Q is the natural extension of the automorphism u .
Ž .These give the case b2 in the proposition.
ŽCase 3. g s 0. We may assume that p / 0. The case when p s 0 is
.already covered.
w x  4 w xWe localize R at k w y 0 , and consider the image of p in K j
Ž . Ž .where K s k w . Let this image be generated by h j . Observe that the
Ž .induced automorphism acts non-trivially on the coefficient field k w . The
Ž Ž .w x Ž ..wset of left ideals lying over such p embeds in Spec k w j rh j x,l
y1 x Ž .x ; Q . This corresponds to the case b4 of the proposition.
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Ž .4.1.4. Case d . Finite Orbits
To complete the description of the left spectrum in the non-degenerate
case, we will describe the part of the spectrum lying over left ideals whose
worbits under the action of u are finite, but not stable. We use R1,
xTheorem 6.9.1, Chap. 4 suitably understood in the ring theoretic language.
Fix a positive integer N ) 1. Let p be a prime ideal in R such that
NŽ . iŽ .u p f p, but u p is not equivalent to p if 1 F i - N. We shall
 4compute the representations corresponding to left ideals in Spec R u , jl
lying over such an ideal. These will be described in terms of representa-
 4tions of another hyperbolic algebra. We construct a sub-algebra of R u , j
Žwhich will again be hyperbolic it may not be a hyperbolic sub-algebra
. Nthough . Denote by w the automorphism u . Since
w w s aNwŽ .
and
j y p wŽ .N
w j s ,Ž . Nc
where
N N21 y a c 1 y acŽ . Ž .yN 2 2p w s c j y ba w q 2bg q 1 a wŽ . Ž .N 2 ž /ž /ž 1 y ac1 y a cž
1 y c N
2q bg q g 4.3Ž .Ž . ž / /1 y c /
we may compute u N-invariant prime ideals in SpecR in a way similar
X w xto the case of u-invariant prime ideals. Thus the ideal p s k w l p
Ž .can be generated by an irreducible polynomial g w with the following
possibilities:
Ž .1 g s w
Ž .2 g s 0
Ž . N Ž l. w x3 a is lth root of 1 and g s r w for some polynomial r g k w .
Consider the image of the ideal p in RrpX. Let xX s x N and yX s y N. Then
 4 N Nit is easily seen that the ring R w, z is hyperbolic, where z s x y and
w xR s k w, j . We need to express the element z in terms of j . We have a
formula
z s ju j . . . u Ny1 j .Ž . Ž .
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Also, the action of w is given by the formulas
w w s aNwŽ .
and
j y p w j y p wŽ . Ž .N 2 Ny1
w z s ??? ,Ž . N 2 Ny1c c
Ž . Ž .where p w is the polynomial as in 4.3 .i
Ž .Now using results of the previous section Proposition 4.1.7]4.1.8 , we
get the following proposition:
Ž N .PROPOSITION 4.1.9. Let p be a w s u -in¤ariant ideal in SpecR and
iŽ . X Xsuppose that u j g p for some integer i. Let R s Rrp and w be the
natural automorphism of RX induced from w. Then the set of left ideals from
 4Spec R w, z lying o¤er p embeds in the disjoint union of following threel
subsets:
Ž . Xa1 SpecR
Ž . Ž X.w X Xy1 X xa2 Spec K R x , x ; Fl
Ž . Ž X.w X Xy1 Xy1 xa3 Spec K R y , y ; F .l
Ž . Ž .Note that the left ideals in a2 and a3 are resp. equi¤alent to left ideals
Ž X. Ž X.generated by h x and g y not ¤anishing at zero. Also, in this case, p is any
n NqiŽ . Xprime ideal which contains u j for all integers n. Here F is the natural
X Ž X.extension of w to K R .
Ž N .PROPOSITION 4.1.10. Let p be a w s u -in¤ariant ideal in SpecR and
iŽ .suppose that u j f p for any integer i. Then part of the left spectrum lying
o¤er p embeds in the union of following sets:
Ž . Ž .w X Xy1 xb1 Left ideals from Spec k j x , x ; Q .l
Ž . Ž w x Ž ..w X Xy1 xb2 Left ideals from Spec K j rh j x , x ; Q , where K sl
Ž w x Ž .. Ž . w x Ž .k w r g for some irreducible polynomial g w g k w and h j is an
w x Ž . Ž .irreducible polynomial in K j such that p s g w , preimage of h j in
w x.k j .
Ž . Ž Ž .w x Ž ..w X Xy1 x Ž .b3 Left ideals from Spec k j w rg w x , x ; Q , where g w gl
Ž .w xk j w is an irreducible polynomial.
Ž . Ž Ž .w x Ž ..w X Xy1 x Ž .b4 Left ideals from Spec k w j rh j x , x ; Q , where h jl
Ž .w xg k w j is an irreducible polynomial.
Here the automorphism Q in each case is the natural extension of the
automorphism u .
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Remark. The proofs of the above propositions follow directly from the
statements and proofs of Proposition 4.1.7 and 4.1.8 in the last section. We
only need to observe that the condition z g p is equivalent to the condi-
iŽ .tion u j g p for some integer i.
 4Assume that p is in Spec R w, z and its intersection with R is al
Ž iw-invariant ideal and that p s p l R is not invariant under u for any
.  4  41 F i - N . Let V be a R w, z -module and V f R w, z rp. Observe that
V is equivalent to a representation obtained from the above list. Then the
 4following two propositions give a list of representations of R u , j ob-
tained from u N-invariant prime ideals of R.
iŽ . ŽPROPOSITION 4.1.11. Suppose that j f u p for 1 F i - N. This corre-
.sponds to the case of Proposition 4.1.10. Then e¤ery nonzero submodule of
 4  4  4R u , j m V contains R u , j m W for some R w, z -module W. InRw , z 4 Rw , z 4
 4particular, R u , j m V is simple if V is simple.Rw , z 4
iŽ .PROPOSITION 4.1.12. Suppose that j g u p for some i; and let l, m be
lŽ . mŽ . iŽ .integers such that 1 F l F m - N, j g u p , j g u p , but j f u p if
Ž .0 F i - l, m - i - N. This corresponds to Proposition 4.1.9. Then
Ž . iŽ .  4 Žb1 [ u V is a submodule of R u , j m V which isRw , z 4l F iF N
iŽ ..isomorphic to [ u V , and the quotient module V is isomorphic1, l0 F i- N
iŽ ..  4to [ u V . Also, V g Spec R u , j .1, l l0 F i- l
Ž . iŽ .  4b2 [ u V is a submodule of R u , j m V which is alsoRw , z 4mF i- N
 4in Spec R u , j .l
Ž .  4  4b3 If p is a left maximal ideal in R w, z , then the R u , j module
Ž .V and the module of b2 are simple.1, l
w xRemark. The proofs follow at once from R1, Theorem 6.9.1, Chap. 4 .
 4In the statement of that theorem, F corresponds to R u , j and G
 4corresponds to R w, z .
The propositions proved in these sections complete the list of all the
 4irreducible representations of Spec R u , j in the non-degenerate casel
a / 1.
4.2. Finite Dimensional Irreducible Representations
Throughout this section, it is assumed that k is an algebraically closed
field with characteristic 0.
w xRemark. In our case, the ring R is k w, j . For any prime ideal p in
R, if the quotient Rrp is a finite dimensional vector space over k, then it
must be isomorphic to k and hence p must be a maximal ideal in R. So p
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Ž .must be of the form p s w y m, j y l for some m, l g k. Now suppose
 4  4that p is a left maximal ideal of R u , j such that R u , j rp is a finite
dimensional vector space over k. Since two irreducible modules are equiva-
lent iff they are isomorphic, we may assume that p s p l R is a prime
 4ideal in R. Since Rrp ¤ R u , j rp, p must be a maximal ideal in R. We
have the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.2.1. For generic ¤alues of a, b, c g k, there are at most two
Ž .n-dimensional irreducible representations of U sl in each dimension.abc 2
Proof. The idea is to extract finite dimensional representations from
each of the cases considered in previous sections. The remark above shows
that if p gives a finite dimensional representation, then p s p l R must
Ž .have the form p s w y m, j y l . Thus, in particular, we will not get any
Ž .finite dimensional representation from the non-degenerate case b of
Subsection 4.1.2.
Ž . Ž .First consider the case a Subsection 4.1.1 of infinite orbits. Since
Ž .g w is not irreducible, it has two roots in k, a and b . Assume thatn n n
Ž .neither a nor b is a root of g w for 0 F i F n y 1. If these two rootsn n i
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .are not equal, then the two ideals cj q f a , w y a and cj q f b ,n n n
. Žw y b give two non-equivalent left ideals in the spectrum cf. Proposi-n
.tion 4.1.2 . In this case, we get two left maximal ideals generated by x,
nq1 Ž . Ž .y , cj q f w , and w y a or w y b and thus two irreducible repre-n n
Ž . n isentations in dimension n q 1 which are isomorphic to [ k. y (is0
Ž .U sl rp, where the action of x, y, w is natural. Observe that theabc 2
Ž .condition a s b is equivalent to discriminant of g w being 0. In thisn n n
nq1 Ž .case, we get only one maximal ideal generated by x, y , cj q f w and
Ž .w y a . For this value of n we get only one irreducible representation.n
Ž Ž ..The parameters a, b, and c satisfying discriminant of g w s 0 thus given
at most one irreducible representation in dimension n.
This proves that for any set of parameters a, b, c g k, there are at most
two n-dimensional representations in each dimension for n G 2 obtained
Ž .via case a of Subsection 4.1.1. To prove the theorem it is sufficient to
prove the following claim:
CLAIM. For generic ¤alues of a, b, c g k, there are no finite dimensional
representations obtained from u n-in¤ariant ideals for n G 1.
Proof of the Claim. First we consider u-invariant ideals of R.
Ž Ž 2 . Ž . .If c / 1, then p s j y bg q g r 1 y c , w .
Ž . Ž 2If c s 1, then p s j , w . Here we require that bg q g s 0, which is
.same as a y b s 1.
Ž . 4 w y1 xIn both the cases, the ring Rrp u , j is isomorphic to k x, x ; Q s
w y1 x Žk x, x . Q is the automorphism of Rrp induced from the automor-
.phism u of R. The left spectrum of this ring consists of only one
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dimensional representations. Hence, in both the cases, the corresponding
 4representations of R u , j are one dimensional.
n Ž .Next consider u -invariant ideals for n ) 1. Since p s j y m, w y l
NŽ .for some m, l g k, computing u p for N ) 1, we get the possibilities for
p as follows.
N Ž .Let c be an Nth root of 1 in k and a / 1. Then p s j y l, w
Ž 2 . Ž .;l / bg q g r 1 y c .
N Ž .Let a be an Nth root of 1 in k and c / 1. Then p s j y l, w y m
Ž . Ž N . Ž .;m and l s p m r 1 y c , where p w is the polynomial as in Sub-N N
section 4.1.4.
Let aN s c N s 1 and at least one of a or c be an Nth root of 1. Then
Ž .p s w y m, j y l ;m, l g k.
Thus for generic values of a, b, c g k, there are no finite dimensional
representations obtained from the case of finite orbits.
Remark. Note that in the above theorem we do not single out the finite
dimensional representations for the case when either a or c is not a root
of 1. For all other cases the above result holds true. It should be noted that
a similar analysis can produce a list of all finite dimensional representa-
tions. We illustrate it for one of the cases in the proof of the proposition
above.
N Ž .Let N ) 1, c be Nth root of 1 in k and a / 1. Then p s j y l, w is
N Ž 2 . Ž .a u -invariant ideal of R for all l not equal to bg q g r 1 y c . Note
y1Ž . nŽ .that there are no ideals with infinite orbits containing u j and u j
Ž .for some n for these values of parameters. Also, it is easy to see that
there are no u i-invariant ideals for i / N. Thus, all the finite dimensional
representations must come from u N-invariant ideals listed above.
Ž .Now fix an ideal p s j y l, w with l as above. The left ideals from
 4 Ž .the left spectrum of R w, z cf. Subsection 4.1.4 which lie over this prime
ideal can be listed as follows:
Ž . Ž 2 .ŽŽ i. Ž ..a If l s bg q g 1 y c r 1 y c for some i / 0, then
Ž . Ž X X .1 the left ideals generated by p, x , y y m for all m / 0
Ž . Ž X .2 the left ideals generated by p, x y n , y9 for all n / 0.
Ž . Ž 2 .Ž i .b If l / bg q g 1 y c r1 y c for all i / 0, then the left ideals
Ž Ž X . X .generated by p, x y l rn, y y h for h / 0.
 4To get representations of R u , j from this list, we use Propositions
4.1.11 and 4.1.12.
Ž .Corresponding to the left ideals from b above, the representations are
 4 Ž  4 .R u , j m R w, z rp . These are all N-dimensional representations.Rw , z 4
Ž .Corresponding to the left ideals p lying over ideals from a above, there
Ž 2 .ŽŽ n. Ž ..is some n such that l s bg q g 1 y c r 1 y c . Note that such
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 4 iŽ .an n is unique. Let V s R f, z rp. Then V s [ u V and1, l 0 F i- n
iŽ .[ u V are both in the left spectrum. The dimensions of thesenF i- N
representations are resp. n and N y n.
By previous arguments, this is a complete list of finite dimensional
representations for these values of parameters. Similar arguments produce
a list in the other non-generic case, i.e., aN s 1, c N / 1. This is left to the
reader.
4.3. Degenerate Case
Degenerate means the case a s 1. Recall that we have a hyperbolic ring
 4 w x Ž .R u , j where R s k z, j . The action of u is given by u z s z q 1 and
Ž . Ž 2 .u j s j y bz q z rc. For n G 1,
u n z s z q n q 1Ž . Ž .
and
cnu n j s j y g z ,Ž . Ž .
where
yn2cnq2 q 2n2 q 2n y 1 cnq1Ž .
g z s j y bŽ . 3ž 1 y cŽ .
2 n nq1 nn q 1 c q c q 1 nc y n q 1 c q 1Ž . Ž .
y b q3 21 y c 1 y cŽ . Ž .
1 y cnq1
2= 2bz q 1 q bz q z .Ž . Ž . /1 y c
yn w xWe may give a similar formula for action of u on k z, j for n G 1.
Observe that the computations illustrated in the previous sections depend
on two facts: The action of u n on w is by scalar multiplication and the
action of u n on j is polynomial, linear in j and quadratic in w.
In the degenerate case, the action of u n on j gives a polynomial which
is linear in j , quadratic in z, and on z is given by translation. If p is the
ideal p l R, then the important difference from the previous case arises in
X w xthe possibilities for p s p l k z . However, that doesn't change the final
results about finite dimensional representations. The interested reader
may use the above formulas to compute the actual list of representations.
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5. SPORADIC CASES
In this section we consider the cases which appear in Case 2 of Theo-
rem 3.0.3. The algebras described there have the relations
xz y zx s x , zy y yz s z y , yx y g xy s 0 5.1Ž .
w
wx s x a w , wy s y , xy s g yx . 5.2Ž . Ž .ž /e
First we have the following lemma:
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.0.1. The algebras described by relations 5.1 and 5.2 abo¤e
are double skew polynomial extensions of a commutati¤e noetherian ring, i.e.,
w x w xthey are of the form B x; u where B s A y; u for some commutati¤e2 1
polynomial ring A.
Ž . w xProof. Recall the relations given by 5.1 above. Let A s k z and u1
Ž . w xbe its automorphism given by u z s z y z . Then B s A y; u is a skew1 1
polynomial ring described by the relation
yz y zy s z y.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u be the automorphism of A given by u y s 1rg y, u z s z q 1.2 2 2
w xThen the ring B x; u is a skew polynomial extension of A which is2
isomorphic to the algebra described by the above relations.
Ž . w xNext consider the relations given by 5.2 above. Here let A s k w and
Ž . w xu be its automorphism given by u w s e w. Then B s A y; u is a skew1 1 1
polynomial ring described by the relation
w
wy s y .ž /e
Ž . Ž .Let u be an automorphism of A given by u w s wra and u y s yra .2 2 2
w xThen the ring B x; u is a skew polynomial extension of A which is2
Ž .isomorphic to the algebra described by 5.2 .
For the remainder of the section we assume that k is an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero and that e is not a root of unity.
We will describe the left spectrum of these two algebras by using their
iterated skew polynomial structure. Thus first we need to study the left
spectrum of the base skew polynomial ring. Observe that we may assume
that e / 1 and z / 0, since these cases correspond to a skew polynomial
extension of a commutative polynomial ring in two variables and the left
w xspectrum of such rings has been computed R1 . Further, by the above
n w xassumptions on k and e , there are no u -invariant ideals in k w for
n ) 1.
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Ž .LEMMA 5.0.2. U k, z : Let p be a left ideal in the left spectrum of2
w x w x w xB s A y; u where A s k z . Let p s p l k z . Then p is equi¤alent to one1
of the following:
Ž . Ž .w y1 x1 Left ideals from Spec k z y, y ; Q under the canonical local-l 1
w xw x Ž .w x Ž Ž ..ization k z y, u ¤ k z y, Q Q is the natural extension of u to k z .1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .2 Left ideals generated by z y a for some a g k.
Ž . Ž .3 Left ideals generated by y and z y a for some a g k.
Ž . Ž .4 Left ideals generated by y y b for some b g k.
Ž .  45 Generic point 0 .
w x Ž .Proof. This follows from results of R1, Chap. 2 applied to U k, z ,2
which is a skew polynomial ring.
LEMMA 5.0.3. Quantum Plane: Let p be a left ideal in the left spectrum of
w x w x w xB s A y; u where A s k w . Let p s p l k w . Then p is equi¤alent to1
one of the following:
Ž . Ž .w y1 x1 Left ideals from Spec k w y, y ; Q under the canonical local-l 1
w xw x Ž .w x Ž Ž ..ization k w y, u ¤ k w y, Q Q is the natural extension of u to k w .1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž .2 Left ideals generated by w y a for some a g k.
Ž . Ž .3 Left ideals generated by y y b, w for some b g k.
Ž . Ž .4 Left ideals generated by y, w y a for some a g k.
Ž .  45 Generic point 0 .
w xProof. This follows from results of R1, Chap. 2 , applied to the
Quantum Plane, which is a hyperbolic ring.
w xRecall that we are interested in the left spectrum of B x, u , where B2
w xand u are as described earlier. Using R1, Proposition 4.7.1, Chap. 4 and2
the discussion preceding it, we have the following proposition.
w xPROPOSITION 5.0.1. Let R s B x, u , where B and u are as described2 2
earlier. Then Spec R is the disjoint union of the following two subsets:l
Ž . Ž1 Spec B that is, the left ideals generated by left ideals from Spec Bl l
.and x .
Ž . w y1 x Ž2 Spec B x, x ; u that is, specializations of left ideals from thisl 2
.set .
Ž .Remark. To compute part of the spectrum in 2 above, we will treat
w y1 x w xSpec B x, x ; u as a hyperbolic ring. By R1, Example 5.1, Chap. 4 , thel 2
category of their representations is hyperbolic. We will exploit this fact by
using theorems about classification of the left spectrum of a hyperbolic
category.
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To complete the description of the left spectrum of algebras considered
w y1 xin this section, we need to compute Spec B x, x ; u . In order to de-l 2
scribe the left spectrum of the skew polynomials considered in this section
 n4we need to know the length of the orbit under the action of u on the2
Žleft ideals in the list of Lemmas 5.0.2 and 5.0.3 for the equivalence
.relation on the left spectrum of a ring . This is only possible in the
following cases:
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 5.0.2. U k, z : Let p be a nonzero left ideal from 2 , 3 ,2
Ž .or 4 of Lemma 5.0.2.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a1 Let g be not a root of unity. If p is from either 2 , 3 , or 4 of
nŽ .Lemma 5.0.2, then u p is not equi¤alent to p for any n.2
Ž . Ž .a2 Let g be Nth-root of unity. If p is from 4 of Lemma 5.0.2, then
NŽ .u p f p and N is the smallest integer for which this happens. In other2
nŽ .cases, u p is not equi¤alent to p for any n.2
w x Ž .Proof. From the results in R1, Chap. 2 , the left ideals in each of 2 ,
Ž . Ž . n3 , and 4 are non-equivalent to each other. The action of u keeps each2
of these classes stable. Now the above result follows by recalling the action
Ž . Ž . nŽ .of u : u z s z y 1 and u y s g y. Since u z y a s z y n y a, the2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .left ideals in 2 and 3 have an infinite orbit. For a left ideal from 4 ,
n n N NŽ . Ž .u y y b s g y y b. Thus, u p f p iff g s 1.2 2
PROPOSITION 5.0.3. The quantum plane: Let p be a non-zero left ideal
Ž . Ž . Ž .from 2 , 3 , or 4 of Lemma 5.0.3.
Ž . Ž . jŽ .b1 Let p be from 2 of Lemma 5.0.3. Then u p f p for some j iff2
a j s e k for some k.
Ž . Ž . Ž . nŽ .b2 Let p be either from 3 or 4 of Lemma 5.0.3. Then u p is not2
equi¤alent to p for any n iff a and g are not roots of unity. If either a is
Ž . Ž .Nth-root of unity and p is from 4 or e is Nth-root of unity and p is from 3 ,
NŽ .then u p f p.2
Proof. Recall that the list of ideals from the left spectrum was obtained
Ž .by regarding the quantum plane as a hyperbolic ring. The left ideals in 2
correspond to the case of infinite orbit under the action of u . The left1
Ž . Ž . w xideals in 3 and 4 lie over a u -invariant ideal in k w . The action of u1 2
keeps these classes stable.
Ž . Ž .b1 Let p be as stated. Recall that u w s wra . By Theorem 2.0.2,2
jŽ . jŽ . kŽ . ju p f p for some j iff u w y a s u w y a . This happens iff a s2 2 1
eyk .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..b2 Let p be from 3 resp. 4 . By the discussion on left ideals
Ž . Ž .lying over u-invariant ideals, any two left ideals from either 3 or 4 are
w x nŽ . Ž nŽ .. Ž .non-equivalent R1 . Then u p f p for some n iff u y y b s y y b2 2
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w x Ž Ž nŽ .. Ž . w x. ng k y resp. iff u w y a s w y a g k w . This happens iff g s 12
nŽ .resp. a s 1 .
w y1 x w y1 xTo compute Spec B x, x ; u , we can treat B x, x ; u as a hyper-l 2 2
Ž .bolic ring over a noncommutative ring with j s 1. Thus the description is
complete by using the results about the spectrum of hyperbolic categories
w xR1, Chap. 4 . Observe that for any left ideal p from Spec B, j f p. Wel
have the following proposition.
nŽ .PROPOSITION 5.0.4. Let p be any object from Spec B. If u p is notl 2
?Ž . Ž i Ž . . wequi¤alent to p for any n, then u p s g, [ u p , h g Spec B x,2 2 lig Z
y1 x Ž w x.x ; u cf. R1, Chap. 4 .2
Propositions 5.0.1 and 5.0.2 show that for generic values of parameters,
Ž . Ž . Ž .the left ideals from 2 , 3 , and 4 in Lemma 5.0.2 satisfy the hypothesis of
this proposition. For results about the left spectrum lying over p such that
NŽ . wu p f p for some N G 1, refer to R1, Sect. 6.7, Theorem 6.9.1, Chap.2
x4 .
The only case we haven't considered here is when e is a root of unity. In
that case it is easy to see that there are no ``infinite orbits'' under the
action of u . However, there are left ideals in p in Spec B such that2 l
NŽ . w xu p f p. We refer to R1, Sect. 6.7, Theorem 6.9.1, Chap. 4 for these2
cases.
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